Changes in intergenerational eating patterns and the impact on childhood obesity

Abstract

Objective
To examine intergenerational eating patterns within two sets of families, those with an obese child and those with a normal weight child, and to assess the impact of intergenerational influences on children’s eating.

Design
A qualitative study, incorporating focus groups and semi-structured interviews.

Setting
Sixteen focus groups and twenty-seven semi-structured interviews with different generations.

Method
Focus groups were conducted in the community with grandparents, parents and children from different families. This was followed by semi-structured interviews, involving individuals from three generations within families with an obese child and within families with a normal weight child.

Results
An examination of intergenerational eating has shown that eating patterns have changed regardless of whether or not families have children who are obese. The grandparent’s eating patterns were more structured, whereas the children’s eating patterns were less so. There have been more changes, and eating is less structured, within those families with an obese child than those families with a normal weight child.

Conclusion
It is recommended that approaches to tackling childhood obesity concentrate on the family setting and the ways in which professionals can support families to change eating practices. Future research should formally test the relationship between the concept ‘structured eating’ and the ‘what’ of eating, in order to determine whether there is a link between intergenerational eating patterns and childhood obesity.
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Introduction
The number of people who are obese continues to rise throughout the world. The extent of the problem is such that more than 1.6 billion people are overweight, at least 400 million of them clinically obese. Furthermore, WHO predicts that by 2015, approximately 2.3 billion adults will be overweight and more than 700 million will be obese. Perhaps of greater concern is the alarming growth of childhood obesity, which, in line with adult trends, is of epidemic proportions in many countries. WHO estimates that in 2010 the number of overweight children under the age of five is estimated to be over 42 million. This represents an increase of over 50 per cent on figures for 2005, when 20 million children under the age of 5 were classed as overweight. Therefore, little doubt remains that obesity is a major public health concern. Given its association with a wide range of serious conditions, such as mature onset diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease and certain types of cancer, it is acknowledged as placing “enormous financial burdens on governments and individuals and accounts for up to 6% of total healthcare expenditure in some developed countries.”

Indeed, in Britain alone, it is estimated that the “NHS spends £500 million a year treating obesity.”

Preventing weight gain in children is, therefore, recognised as imperative if long-term health benefits and cost savings are to be realised. One way of tackling the problem is through a ‘settings-based’ approach, which has been advocated as a means of obesity prevention and behaviour change in childhood. Earlier work has acknowledged the importance of the home and specifically, family influences on childhood obesity. However, even though numerous studies have taken place aimed at childhood obesity prevention, it seems there is very little that targets the home setting and even less that looks at intergenerational influences on children’s eating behaviours. This article attempts to redress the balance by focusing on the home setting and investigating intergenerational eating patterns and their impact on children’s current eating behaviours. Two main research objectives were addressed in this study. The first explored food eating patterns within different generational groups. The second explored family food and eating, focusing specifically on eating patterns in different generations within families and their possible impact on childhood obesity.

Methods
A qualitative methodology employing a grounded theory approach was used to investigate the link between intergenerational eating patterns and childhood obesity. This meant that rather than starting off with a hypothesis or theory to test, the research generated its own theory based on the participants’ data.

The study was divided into two parts, phase 1 and phase 2. Phase 1 explored family food and eating practices in different generations and examined how these had changed. Focus groups were conducted separately with three generational groups: children aged eleven and twelve, parents of any age and grandparents of any age. The decision to use focus groups was made on the basis that they are inductive and naturalistic, facilitating the generation of information through group interaction. Various strategies were used to recruit participants for the focus groups, including approaching elderly day centres, schools, community groups and faith groups. Each focus group comprised, on average, eight people and lasted approximately 1 hour. The focus groups took place in various locations, including people’s homes, schools and community halls. A total of one hundred and eighteen participants were recruited.

Phase 2 involved an in-depth investigation into the food culture of families with an obese child and families with a normal weight child, focusing on the food and eating habits within three generations. Individual semi-structured interviews were used since they facilitated in-depth exploration and a greater understanding of the food and eating processes at work in families. In addition, Rubin and Rubin argue, “interviews are especially good at describing social processes, that is, how and why things change,” which was particularly relevant for
this study in exploring how eating habits had changed between generations and the impact on children’s eating behaviours. Purposive sampling methods were used in order to recruit families, the criteria being families with and without an obese child and with three generations within the one family. Families were recruited through the focus group discussions conducted in phase 1 and through Watch It, a programme for overweight children and teenagers in Leeds. Recruitment aimed to have a balance of three-generational families, those with an obese child and separate families with a normal weight child, in order that comparative data could be sought. The semi-structured interviews were conducted with individual members of the family separately and in a place where they each felt comfortable. In all cases this was in the family or extended family home. Each family member was interviewed once and the interview lasted between thirty minutes and one hour. A total of twenty-seven interviews were conducted.

A written and verbal explanation to the study was given and clarification concerning issues of confidentiality and the disclosure of sensitive information provided. In all cases informed consent was obtained and permission sought from grandparents, parents and children to record the focus groups and semi-structured interviews. Full ethical approval and local research governance approval was obtained, as well as Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) clearance for all the researchers involved.

Analysis
Written notes were made following the focus group discussions and semi-structured interviews; each focus group and interview was fully transcribed. As far as possible, data collection, transcription and analysis were done concurrently. Data was analysed using the qualitative computer analysis software, QSR NVivo 2. Participants’ quotes are used to illustrate key points.

Results
Findings from the focus groups
The key issue to emerge was that eating patterns have changed. Compared with the grandparents’ generation and, to a certain extent, the parents’ generation, the eating habits of today’s children were found to be different. Eating amongst the children lacked routine and bore little resemblance to the highly structured and regulated eating patterns of the grandparents’ generation.

Grandparents
Daily life for the grandparents’ generation was typified by a high degree of structure, with most activities following a particular routine, including eating. There was one way of eating, which was the same for the majority, as though there was an inherent formula dictating how everyone ate.

“All the different modes and possibilities compared, there just used to be one way of eating”

Mealtimes tended to be at the same time every day with the same meals served on the same days of the week. Work, school and social activities were constructed around these family mealtimes. Family members ate together and they ate in the same room and at a table, without external influences such as television. There was an inherent value attached to these occasions where eating and time together as a family were the main focus.

“We all ate at set times...We had a big table that we all sat round and yeah, everybody knew what time my dad was getting in so we’d eat at whatever time it was, probably 6 o’clock”

Food was rarely eaten outside of mealtimes and treats were given only on odd occasions. Adults had a high degree of control over what children ate.
Parents
For the parents' generation as children, an established structure to mealtimes, and eating in general, continued to be a priority. There was a routine in terms of the order in which meals were eaten in a week, as well as an order in which family members were served their meals.

“We had a set menu every week and so I know now what we had on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc”

However, the gradual introduction of a greater variety of foods, as well as an increase in the number of food outlets, had an important impact on eating patterns. Parents spoke of greater choice leading to greater freedom, in terms of when to eat and where to eat, which threatened eating structures that were in place within the home. Having a choice no longer restricted people to a set way of doing things and consequently, expectations changed. With changing expectations came a change in attitudes towards eating. Significantly, people wanted to eat differently.

“Conventions were breaking down…you were only too grateful for opportunities to do things your own way. And I think meals were one of those things that went very quickly”

Children
As far as the children were concerned there appeared to be no universal structured eating pattern. In general a family food routine did not exist. Rarely were meals eaten at the same time each day and mealtimes were not necessarily family occasions. In fact, it was increasingly acceptable for family members to eat separately and in different places.

“When we eat together we’ll be watching the tv, but when we don’t mum will be on the computer or watching tv and I’ll be upstairs watching tv”

Even if families regarded eating and its associated behaviours as important there were factors that meant it was not always a priority. These factors included greater choice, increased independence amongst children, dominance of leisure activities and parents’ increasing workloads. As a result, the research found that differences in eating amongst contemporary families was the norm and structured eating, typified by the grandparents’ generation, was becoming increasingly unachievable. The grandparents’ generation referred to a different culture that had emerged, one that had,

“produced a generation of children who (had) lost sight of how to eat”

Findings from the semi-structured interviews
The data from the interviews clearly demonstrated that there were differences in eating patterns between families (inter-family variation) and also within families (intra-family variation).

Inter-family variation
The research found there were differences between the families with an obese child and families with a normal weight child. The eating patterns of the obese children were less structured compared with the eating patterns of the normal weight children. Within the families of obese children eating was more haphazard, characterised by eating in different places, hardly ever at a table, with different family members and at different times.

“She’ll (sister) probably sit in there (in the dining room)…my mum’ll probably sit there (at the computer)…my grandma sit there (on the sofa), Gemma’ll lie there (on the living room floor) and I’ll sit here (in the chair) all in front of the television…dad in the loft working on the computer”
In contrast, eating patterns for the families with normal weight children were more structured, being part of a lifestyle that was generally more organised. Even in the busiest of households, a framework of sorts existed, which meant there was a routine for shopping, cooking and eating. Eating patterns were more often characterised by three meals a day, eating at a table and eating with other family members, although parents and children did not always manage to eat together.

Various aspects of family eating behaviours were shown to reflect this apparent difference in eating patterns. However, such differences were mostly confined to the current generation of children and their parents within the two sets of families and were less discernable between the grandparents’ generation. As far as the grandparents were concerned there was little that could be identified in either sets of families that distinguished their eating patterns. Regardless of whether the family was one with an obese child or a normal weight child, the grandparents’ eating patterns were all characterised by ‘structured eating’. This aspect of inter-family eating, where ‘structured eating’ was typical of the grandparents’ generation in both sets of families, contrasted with intra-family eating.

Intra-family variation
From an intra-family perspective there were several differences in eating patterns between the three generations. Firstly, the grandparents’ eating patterns were different to those of subsequent generations. There was a greater level of ‘structured eating’ evident in the grandparents’ generation throughout their life course, in both sets of families, compared with the level of ‘structured eating’ identified in the current generation of parents and children. Accordingly, the grandparents’ generation historically had, and continued to have, a more balanced diet. Secondly, there were less discernable differences in the eating patterns of all three generations in the families with a normal weight child. Thirdly, for the families with an obese child there were clear differences in eating patterns amongst the three generations. The parents’ eating patterns were significantly less structured than the grandparents’ eating patterns, both historically and currently, and the children’s eating patterns were even less structured than their parents. This meant the eating patterns of the third generation were completely at odds with those of the first generation.

“Perhaps it’s a regular structure that’s missing…there’s no structure so kids don’t get used to a structure either. They eat when they want not because it’s lunchtime, they’ll eat all day and it’s junk”

Discussion
The research findings indicate that families who were once characterised by their similarities in eating rather than their differences, both within families and between families, nowadays exhibit more differences. These differences are reflected in ways of eating or more specifically, the level of ‘structured eating’ within families. The research has demonstrated that there have been more changes and consequently less structure, in relation to eating patterns within those families with an obese child than those families with a normal weight child. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesise that these changes in eating patterns, through the course of three generations, may have contributed to the increase in prevalence of childhood obesity.

These findings are unique in the sense that there is very little other work that concentrates on the family environment as a setting for studying eating patterns. Furthermore, there is even less research that focuses on intergenerational influences and specifically how these may have affected children’s current eating behaviours. This is surprising given that the home environment, and how family members interact with one another, is considered to be the most important for learning positive health behaviours11, more so than other settings such as schools and workplaces. Traditionally, research in these settings has been favoured over the home environment. Certain works recognise the impact of the family and the effects
of different family practices on eating behaviours\textsuperscript{12,13,14}. In addition, other research hints at family structure as being a necessary prerequisite for a healthy and balanced relationship with food and eating\textsuperscript{15,16}. This is as far as it goes.

There can be no doubt that childhood obesity is a complex issue and very little is known about how to deal with rising levels\textsuperscript{17}. There is no universally accepted approach for preventing childhood obesity, just as there is no established evidence base for what works in treating childhood obesity. What is clear is that the family has yet to be realised as an effective setting for managing childhood obesity\textsuperscript{18}. Only recently have recommendations been made advocating the need for population-based measures that address childhood obesity to be implemented in a variety of local settings (6). This is despite the fact that a call was made some time ago advocating an approach that focused on the family and the influence of generational eating habits\textsuperscript{11,19,20,21}.

Conclusion
The focus of this research was on eating within the family, specifically changes in familial eating patterns that might increase the risk of childhood obesity in susceptible individuals, for example, children eating different foods, in different locations and at different times to their parents. It is apparent from the findings that intergenerational eating patterns have changed so that eating patterns are now less structured. Future research needs to formally test the relationship between the concept ‘structured eating’ and the ‘what’ of eating, in order to determine whether there is a link between intergenerational practices, eating patterns and the foods that are eaten. If proposed recommendations are serious about a settings-based approach to tackling childhood obesity, research also needs to be directed towards how professionals can best support families in the home to change their eating practices.
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